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latest enterprise was less fortunate. He took part, in oppo-
sition to the duke of Bohemia, in the disputed succession to
Hungary in 1131; not only was the candidate he supported
unsuccessful, but the king of Germany Lothar, intervened
decisively to bring about peace and to force the recognition
of his suzerainty. Boleslav, who had ignored all previous
summonses, felt obliged to appear before the royal diet at
Merseburg in 1135. There he had to do homage, and to
pay the arrears of tribute from the beginning of Lothar's
reign.
The	Boleslav III had not only enlarged his kingdom.   By the
^p1?011, strength of his personality he had kept his heterogeneous
(1188) dominions together, and as a means of overcoming their
primitive and local outlook he encouraged the introduction
of Western institutions and culture, which might be hoped
to create unity of ideas and so further political unity. But
the principle of the division of the inheritance remained, and
Boleslav tried to design a scheme which would preserve this
principle, while at the same time maintaining unity without
the evil of civil war. His scheme came into being on his
death in 1138. It resembled the division of the Empire of
Charlemagne among the sons of Louis the Pious. For four
of his sons Boleslav created a principality ; the fifth, Casimir,
was considered too young, but he obtained one later owing
to the early death of the fourth brother, Henry. There were
thus four princes, but the eldest with the title of Grand Prince
was to have the suzerainty over his brothers ; to provide him
with the necessary resources as well as to enhance his author-
ity, he was given a large additional domain with the capital
Cracow as its centre, and also the suzerainty over Pomerania.
The analogy with the ninth-century Empire is very close, and
the consequences were similar. The younger brothers were
not prepared to accept the authority of the eldest, and com-
bined against him; each aimed at the title of Grand Prince
for himself. Secondly, the landed aristocracy, especially in
the region of Cracow, proved a formidable obstacle to the
authority of the monarch. Finally, there was an external
.danger as well. The steady advance of German arms among
the northern Slavs, especially the expansion of the mark of
Brandenburg, robbed the Polish ruler of a large part of
Boleslav Ill's acquisitions; the Danes were encroaching too ;

